Publications by Faculty during Year – 2015 & 2016

Department of Anatomy


Department of Microbiology

6. Jaspal Kaur, Gomty Mahajan, Kailash Chand, Sheevani, Shashi Chopra. Enhancing Phenotypic Deection of ESBL in AmpC co-producers by using Cefepime and Tazobactam. JCDR.2016;10(1): DC05-DC08 (Original article,indexed, international)
5. Rajiv Arora, Parwinder Kaur et al. Evaluation of technology enhanced learning in practical Physiology Authors: (Accepted for publication in Issue I Vol III of Sub-himalayan Journal of Health Research that is expected to be released in February 2016).
7. Amarjit Singh, Kulbir Kaur, Rajiv Arora, Parwinder Kaur. Use of the Mini-Clinical Evaluation Exercise (Mini-CEX) for Formative Assessment. (Accepted for publication in Issue I Vol III of Sub-himalayan Journal of Health Research that is expected to be released in February 2016).


---

**Department of Biochemistry**

1. **Rajiv Arora, Parwinder Kaur et al.** Evaluation of technology enhanced learning in practical Physiology Authors: (Accepted for publication in Issue I Vol III of Sub-himalayan Journal of Health Research that is expected to be released in February 2016).


3. **Parwinder Kaur, Rajiv Arora, Amarjit Singh, Vaneeta Bhardwar, Harvinder Kumar, Tania Moudgil, Kulbir Kaur.** Vertical Integration-An effective tool for development of clinicopathological skills of undergraduates (accepted for publication in Issue I Vol III of Sub-himalayan Journal of Health Research that is expected to be released in February 2016).

4. **Amarjit Singh, Kulbir Kaur, Rajiv Arora, Parwinder Kaur.** Use of the Mini-Clinical Evaluation Exercise (Mini-CEX) for Formative Assessment. (Accepted for publication in Issue I Vol III of Sub-himalayan Journal of Health Research that is expected to be released in February 2016).

5. **Neha Batra, Agarwal P., M Santwani.** Study of cap pap versus conventional pap in suspicious cervical lesions; Int J Res Med. 2015; 4(1);102-108e ISSN:2320-2742 p ISSN: 2320-2734

---

**Department of Pathology**

1. **Nanda GS, Singh H, Sharma B, Arora A.** Adverse Reactions Due to Directly Observed Treatment Short Course Therapy: An Indian Prospective Study. IAIM, 2016; 3(1):6-12.


---

**Department of Community Medicine**

1. **Nanda GS, Singh H, Sharma B, Arora A.** Adverse Reactions Due to Directly Observed Treatment Short Course Therapy: An Indian Prospective Study. IAIM, 2016; 3(1):6-12.


2. **Kumar R, Bajaj JK, Sood M, Grewal N, Jassal B.** To study prescription behaviour of physician in regard to brand and generic name. Accepted for publication in: International Journal of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology


---

**Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology**


1. **Department of Forensic Medicine**

   
   
   

2. **Department of Paediatrics**

   
   

3. **Department of TB & Chest**

   
   

4. **Department of Psychiatry**

   Gul Deepali, Chaudhary Rupesh, Mishra BP. A Study of Nature and Indent of Coverage of Mental Health Issues in Newspapers. Delhi Psychiatry Journal, 2015; Vol 18; 1; 72-76
   
   Gul Deepali, Chaudhary Rupesh, Mishra BP. A Study of Personality Profile and Depression in Individuals who joined a Gym for Body Building or for Weight Loss. Delhi Psychiatry Journal, 2015; Vol 18; 2; 315-319
   
   
   
   


5. **Baljit Singh Bajwa, Sapna Mehta.** Case Report on Anesthetic Management Of Atonic Uterus After Normal Vaginal Delivery For Emergency Hystrectomy; BBB[3][3][2015] 380-382


---

**Department of Orthopaedics**


2. **Vishal Moudgil.** An International Large Scale multi central study the role of facet joint angulation and tropism & the Development of lumber degenerative spoylolisthesin reffify phenotype and critical valum of facet joint orentation - AOSAPS study global JOURNAL of spine,2015.April GSJ & SSJ 2192.5682


8. Jangpreet Singh Multani, Baljit Singh Bajwa, P. S. Aneja. Epidemiology of Paediatric Burn: A Retrospective Study; Journals of Evolution of Medical & Dental Sciences 2015; Vol-4(28);April-06/2015;Page:4798-4802.DOI: 10.14260/jemds/2015/695


13. Kaur H, Singh A. Submental Intubation- Case report and review of literature. (Accepted for Publication)


16. Dr. Vishal Vig, Dr. Mukta Vig, Dr. Suraj Suchak. Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy in the management of pediatric renal calculi; International Journal of Medical and dental Sciences. (Accepted for publication in July 2016.)